
 
For centuries, Saint Dunstan's University, Prince of Wales College, and UPEI have been dedicated to providing 

students with life-changing opportunities; the chance to learn, grow, and be their best professionally and in 

their community. 

 

The University of Prince Edward Island's mission is only possible because of you and other generous individuals, 

foundations, and corporations that support our students. This report is a very small way for your 2019/20 

recipient to say thank you for helping them and caring about their UPEI experience. 

 

Please know that everyone at the University is grateful for your support and confidence. The information below 

was provided specifically for you by your student recipient! 

 
Award Received:  Society of Management Accountants of PEI Legacy Award 
 
Name:  Adam Moore 
Hometown:  Summerside PE 
email: Adam_Moore123@hotmail.com  

 
What year of study are you in, are you majoring or 
minoring in a particular area of study, and what 
year do you hope to graduate?   I am currently in my 
fourth year of study in the Bachelor of Business 
Administration with a Specialization in Accounting.  I 
plan to graduate from UPEI in April of 2021. 
 
Are you planning to go on to graduate school?  If 
so, what graduate degree are you hoping to 
pursue?  After the completion of my undergraduate 
degree; I plan on attending the CPA Atlantic program 
and attain my CPA designation. 
 
What professor has been your greatest inspiration 
and why?  In my second year of University, I enrolled 
and completed Managerial Accounting with Bill 
Waterman.  When taking the course, Bill inspired me 
to focus on the managerial side of accounting, along with teaching the material he took time to 
explain the CPA path to me, which sounds exciting. 
 
What groups, or organizations are you passionate about being part of at UPEI, and why? 
I am not involved with any organizations on UPEI due to the inconvenience of traveling to and from 
Summerside. 
 



Do you volunteer and what extracurricular activities do you enjoy?  I am currently 
volunteering my time with two organizations, PEI ATV Federation, and TJ’s Snowmobile Cabin.  
Volunteering at these places has helped fuel my passion for Powersports, I love snowmobiling 
and have recently got involved with ATV’s. 
 
Have you, or would you like to study abroad as part of your UPEI education?  I have never 
studied abroad, nor would I want to.  I was born and raised on PEI, and I had experienced culture 
shock when attending Saint Mary’s University for a semester in 2016.  I have never really 
traveled abroad yet, but if I do, it would be for a vacation, not for studies. 
 
More about Adam:  Deciding to attend University was a big decision that I had to overcome at 
the age of 19.  Initially, out of high school, I entered the welding trade and stayed in it for a couple 
of years and ended up getting my second block in Welding and I had enough hours for the Red 
Seal.  The tipping point of why I decided to go to University was my father; he has been in the 
trades industry all of his life, and his body was getting worm out at the age of 50.  He told me to 
look around at the shop I was working at and I saw that the welding trade is; noisy, dirty, back-
breaking, hard on the eyes, and a limited long-term career on PEI.  
  
When making the decision, I realized that I did enjoy the hands-on work, and I didn't enjoy going 
to school.  In the end, the benefits of having a stable career that didn't require ruining my body 
seemed like the logical choice.  So, I chose to attend University and study one of the subjects I did 
enjoy in high school which was accounting.  
 
Four years into my undergraduate degree, and some minor course scheduling issues requiring 
me to go back for a fifth year to finish up my accounting specialization. I am proud to say that I 
will be the first in my family to attain an undergraduate degree. 
 
 

 
 
 
Dear Members of the former Society of Management Accountants,  
 
I would like to express my gratitude for the support you have provided me through this scholarship. Your 
contribution for this scholarship is greatly appreciated. 
 
This award has motivated me to excel in accounting and has helped financially to fund my travel expenses to 
attend class.  In the near future, I hope to network and learn with members of the Society of Management 
Accountants on PEI and someday join you guys! 
 
Sincere thanks, 
 
Adam 


